Abstract A fundamental problem in the development and 1. INTRODUCTION validation of PHM technologies is the general shortage of realistic fault signature data. While healthy signatures can Vibration is the most commonly used parameter to monitor be obtained from operational systems, faults are relatively system health in the aerospace industry. The interpretation rare and difficult to observe. The PHM community must of this data is often difficult, even for the most experienced rely primarily on bench level seeded fault test data collected technicians. Development and calibration of diagnostic under a limited set of conditions. To augment physical data, algorithms requires access to quality data for faulted a modeling and simulation toolset is being developed for the systems. vibration signatures of faulted components in propulsion subsystems such as gearboxes. The toolset includes The development and maturation of PHM technologies is sophisticated dynamic models of vibration forcing for limited by the availability of fault signature data covering common rotating components such as bearings and gears the full range of system operating conditions. Data for based on detailed analysis of their physical interactions, healthy systems is often readily available, but fault data is including the effects of faults such as bearing spalling or much more difficult to obtain. Seeded fault tests are time gear tooth cracks. The response of the overall system, and consuming, expensive, and are not always representative of thus the vibration signal seen at a particular sensor location actual operation. High-fidelity fault signature simulation can then be predicted using either FEA or a transfer function models are needed to supplement physical testing and field analysis of actual hardware. 
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plots a challenging task. Thus statistical methods are traditionally used to provide thresholds indicating an In healthy gears, there is a forcing created by the impacts impending failure [4] . The root mean square (RMS) of the from teeth meshing. Local tooth defects such as pitting or data provides an indication of the overall signal energy. fatigue cracks change the stiffness of the tooth, affecting the Kurtosis, the fourth statistical moment of the data, is a forcing vibration when the faulty tooth is engaged. measure of the "spikiness" of the data. The Crest Factor is McFadden [2] demonstrated that phase and amplitude the ratio of the peak vibration level to the RMS4, and is modulation can provide an early warning of gear defects.
useful in detecting changes due to impulsive vibration He also presented an equation for the meshing vibration forces. Enveloping is a signal processing tool that focuses produced by local gear defects. As with bearings, the on amplitude modulation, and is often useful for early vibration is sensed on the housing. Thus transfer functions detection of bearing faults.
The above techniques are typically used on the raw entire load profile to be modulated at the shaft rotational vibration signal. The only preprocessing required is scaling frequency. This affects all bearing fault frequencies and using the calibration constant for the accelerometer. Time causes vibrational energy to move from the impulse synchronous averaging (TSA) is a preprocessing technique harmonics to modulation sidebands around the impulse that is used to remove non-stationary noise from a repetitive frequency harmonics. The second mode of modulation is signal. The data is broken into segments representing one caused when the spall passes in and out of a fixed load zone. repetition (e.g., 1 revolution of a gear), and the segments are This occurs only for faults on the inner (rotating) race or on then averaged. Even slight variations in speed can create the rolling elements; a constant radial load will cause any difficulties in the averaging process, leaving some segments given point on the inner race or rolling element to see a shorter than others. Interpolation is used to account for this.
variable load during rotation. This type of modulation affects each fault frequency differently. For spalls on the These commonly used diagnostic techniques provide a basis inner race, the impulse train is modulated by the rotational for judging the performance of the vibration simulator.
frequency. For spalls on a rolling element, the impulse train Results presented in Section 5 use RMS, Kurtosis, and Crest is modulated by the fundamental cage frequency. Spalls on Factor to compare simulated and experimental data.
the outer race are unaffected by this phenomenon since they are stationary with respect to the radial load. impact events. This is a useful and interesting method for diagnostics examined were able to distinguish the real signal evaluating modeled signal fidelity. However, the most from the simulated signal with any confidence. The only important criterion is whether the model output is significant difference between the real and simulated signals interpreted correctly by the standard diagnostics.
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is greater random variability (through time) of real signals. 
